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	Explain1: When using this tool, it is recommended to zoom out to see draft updates at the bottom of the page.The Decoration Workbench is an interactive tool, designed as a companion to the Air Force myDec platform.  As you select options and fill in applicable fields, the document will automatically build a draft and indicate the number of characters away from the myDec limit of 1,350.All options and verbiage are pulled directly from the current DAFMAN 36-2806.  The document is desinged to offer the author as many options as are allowed by the official guidance and will otherwise limit selectable options and fields.This product was built by TSgt Matthew Hansen, with support of his teammates at 373TRS Detachment 3 at Dover AFB, DE.  For comments, suggestions, or issues, contact matthew.hansen.9@us.af.mil.
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	Explain2: Begin the narrative with, "During this period, " and then describe what the job entails, impressing the audience with the member's scope of responsibility and learship.  Follow this with a statement that shows what they accomplished in that duty position.The following 2-3 statements should start with "Additionally, ", "Moreover, ", "Furthermore, ", and "Finally, ".  They must be used in that order and not repeated, but you do not have to use them all.  The final statement should be reserved for recognition (awards for PME, individual quarterly or annual, etc...).
	Explain3: The Draft Output combines all selected options and fields with the narrative to create a complete and properly formatted decoration.  The counter indicates how many characters are remaining or over in relation to the 1,350 myDec character limit.Once complete, simply select all text in the Draft Output field, copy the text (Ctrl+C or right click+copy), and paste into myDec (Ctrl+V or right click+paste).


